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Lime Rock 4 FSX 

No Licenses required – Free for Download 

Runs efficiently using only 700MB VAS 

No Blurries, but instead an exhilarating experience ! 

Easy to install – no paid scenery required 

Open Source for Public domain  

If  you love Aircraft, just like me, you might also like racing cars too.  
Now you can do that too with FSX! 

For Microsoft Flight Simulator X 

Based on Lime Rock Race Park, CT 
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Go FSX Multi-User 

Form your own Race Club with your Sim buddies in your FSX community 

Lime Rock 4 FSX 
 After  over 10 years of enjoying FSX aircraft,  flying every part of the world, and then building scenery where ever I landed,  

I decided to fly in FSX to Lime Rock Park in CT, USA, where to find absolutely nothing except (AutoGen) Trees.  
 
 I wanted to go racing and decided to build Lime Rock Park, for FSX and see if I could really put it through the paces. I got amazing results ! 

Many Hot cars to choose from, and more to come ! 

Schedule Major Race Events  
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Start your engine and carefully pull out of the Pitt.  

Lime Rock 4 FSX 
 Inspired by Google Sketch-up having an endless selection of  car designs as open source and free to use as car bodies 
when no profit intended, and in using heavily modified  versions of air-file and aircraft file combinations ,   
then with individual tweaking, different versions of some serious race cars were produced. 

In the future,  I personally hope that many skilled people will make cool cars for FSX Auto Sports simulation  
as this is an exhilarating way to enjoy Microsoft Flight Simulator.  You as well can modify and build new cars !  
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In FSX Multi User mode you will need to be aware of  
your club members that are already on the track 

Lime Rock 4 FSX 
 

What’s commercially offered in race car games, in general  are closed, proprietary and preprogrammed systems. They are  
limited in terms of the virtual worlds that they might offer if  not just repeating scenery in the background that you will  
never get near.  They are also limited in use by being heavily licensed games. They are not simulators that offer a true  
virtual world that you can participate in and even add to.  For this reason, flying in FSX for me has been a lot more  
real than your typical racing game.   Due to this,  Lime Rock for FSX is also something that is far more real and fun ! 

You might want to setup a track schedule and score boards.  
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At 180-190 MPH , things are clear and sharp, but you only  
have a moment to break before the double turn ! 

Lime Rock 4 FSX 
 A lot of testing and tuning went into the race cars as originally they could not hold a straight at 60 MPH, nor could I actually drive  

one's to be tested as base models downloaded for FSX.  Instead, they would swerve and leave the road.   
But FSX first being a simulator and not a game engine, and before intended for aircraft, I figured there were ways to tune cars too !  

Blurries are an obsolete item as only a low LOD Radius is required for a local race track . And only an old dual  
CPU with a reasonable graphics card  is needed  in order to run at only about 39% CPU with a reasonable VAS usage.   



Practice in Single User mode, to learn how to 
handle Lime Rock’s Race Track  
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Lime Rock 4 FSX 
 

In building Lime Rock 4 FSX,  both the cars and the terrain had to be built, and then tuned and tested many times.  
The terrain was built using SBuilderX, and Airport Design Editor.  
 
Lime Rock Race Park in CT itself is located in a small valley surrounded by steep mountains . This is probably why 
its not offered in the off the shelf licensed racing games.  Except for the main straight,  there are few flat places  
such as like an FSX airport.   Provided instead  are the straight, some serious curves, and hills to master while not 
spinning out in managing the power of your car like you would with your F22!  
  

Part of the exhilarating fun here is in mastering this track like actual race car drivers 
do, as this track is based on the real one, and the cars go just as fast ! 
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You can make it around the double turn after clocking 
190 mph if you are fully focused 

There is no Auto Pilot, nor ILS,  
but instead just your skills  for what it takes to lap the track 
 
You got to keep your eyes on the road and not on everything  
else that’s around you, or like in the case of many race car drivers  
at Lime Rock, CT, you will easily over run the straight  

Lime Rock 4 FSX 
 

Your real sim pilot skills have to be applied here. When driving you do not have a moment to let your mind  
wander. You need the same skills when flying by wire in landing your aircraft on a carrier deck without arrestor cables.   
But just like having the correct glide slope, speed and timing as a pilot, if your moves are not well thought out, well,  
then there  are consequences. But what’s nice about Lime Rock for FSX, due to good suspension tuning, is that  
the cars do recover nicely.   
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Just like at the actual Lime Rock CT, there are two large paddocks at Lime Rock for FSX where 
your race club can park to organize and ready for a race.  

Lime Rock 4 FSX 
 

Virtual worlds generally have a place to meet where you are some avatar who is out to slay some poor  
dragon for some game points and not actually being your real self.  
 
At Lime Rock for FSX, you can be yourself if you wish and be all you can be when using a race car simulator. 
So once you have practiced, organize your club and get racing !  

For your racing club: 
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Lime Rock Race Track for FSX takes advantage  
of what can be in a real virtual world 

Like in the case of any FSX simulation, you can also take presence like a HAL, or Bob,  anywhere to watch a multi-user 
race. Having the freedom and latitude of the FSX virtual world,  you can be there in multi-user mode even in a balloon, 
or watching others race from your air-trike above , or as you walk around to just explore its virtual world.  

Lime Rock 4  FSX 
 Race Car Tracks generally have many TV cameras at important locations.  Lime Rock for FSX does the same by  
providing seven camera views, or actually 7 tiny airports which have their own tower views so when after a race, in 
 replay you can also watch it all as your car laps the track or just pan from your closest camera! 
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Like Lime Rock in CT, the FSX version includes two other race 
tracks for lower end cars  

Yes . . . they also include space for RV’s and camping too ! 

Lime Rock 4 FSX 
 

Lime Rock Race Park, CT  is about 540 feet at its lowest point and about 585 at its highest. There  
is sort of a plateau  that includes two additional race tracks, some car clubs, and facilities for  
camping and having your RV.  So it’s a go for virtual meets if Facebook or a particular chat room gets  
too crowded and you would like privacy -  



The question: In making the lap at Lime Rock for FSX, are you ready for the real thing ? 
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Lime Rock 4 FSX 
 

If you used FSX for training, well then perhaps that’s a question will could answer. 
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The Cars for Lime Rock FSX are based on models from sketch-up artists listed in the 
credits and acknowledgement section. 
 
There are more high end cars than depicted here; all of which are tuned as closely as possible to their specs. 
Additionally for the low end, included is a Bugatti 1928 which does well at 80-100 MPH, and a 1955 Maserati 
Roadster which clocks at about 120MPH on the strait.   

Please note: although each vehicle has a virtual cabin, virtual consoles have not been Gmax’d yet.  
For now, to get some fitted instruments simply hit Shift+2   

Lime Rock 4 FSX 
 



Basic Performance: We are clocking 198 MPH with this Formula One while having a footprint of 
993 megabytes. This also includes a number of browser tabs up, where watching Sherlock 
Holmes on Youtube, while working on this power point which is also on the other screen.  This is 
also no super computer but an old rig:  Intel 2CPU 2.66 Ghz, 4GB,  and an Nvida GTX 500 Ti card.  
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Lime Rock 4 FSX 
 



Quick video: This is in replay mode where normally FSX will stutter this old rig due to clouds and eating a lot of land 
tiles, but here it is only due to having two views up, while in replay, and recording it as a video at the same time while 
other is also occupying the VAS and CPU time.  If having the right CODEC. click twice to play -  BTW, yes we make the 
turn at the end of the straight with a 1.5 mile lap time of 65 seconds where Sam Posey made it in 60! 
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Lime Rock 4 FSX 
 



Basic Settings – Part 1 
Note Frame Rate and Global Texture resolution. Human physiology has a 300 millisecond delay, and therefore 
you actually can’t see more than 30 frames per second. 
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Lime Rock 4 FSX 
 

I limit mine to 21 FPS as this  
is quite smooth, and relieves  
FSX of having to spend more 
 time trying to make a higher  
frame rate as opposed to doing  
other things.   
 
For your rig, you can try to set 
 it to 30, or more, but I wonder  
to what benefit it would 
 actually have. 



Basic Settings -Part 2 
 
Aircraft settings are set to a 
 minimum.   
 
All the photos in this presentation  
of cars have this setting and provide  
plenty for when driving too ! 
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Lime Rock 4 FSX 
 



Basic Settings - Part 3 
For Scenery, I have played with these settings a lot.  Firstly please keep in mind that your LOD or level of Detail Radius 
only requires at most 2 miles, so this is set at 2.5 on my system.  
 
The Mesh uses Polygons for altitude settings that model Lime Rock Park’s elevations.  There is a tradeoff for the 
smoothness of the sloping  plain at 585 feet compared to the lowest  point at 540 feet and creating sharp ridges where 
not intended.  Mesh complexity can be as low as 25 where set here to 36. Mesh resolution is at 19. Increase this and 
you will have ridges where not intended.  Texture resolution at 30  is what I use in order to bring out the sharpness of 
the digital painting I did on the bit map  satellite photo of Lime Rock.  I figured the less the GPU needs to create 
sharpness, the easier it is on it.  So the sharper bitmap the better, but at 15, I did notice an FPS decrease only on the 
first lap. 
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For Water: There are no body of 
water to be concerned about, so 
this is just left low.    

Scenery Complexity does not have  
to be extreme, as much of it is 
local to your observation.  

Ground scenery shadows maybe you  
can do for some photo-op, but skip it  
otherwise.  

Autogen is set to normal. There are 
 plenty of trees at Lime Rock for FSX,  
where the normal setting is fine, and  
thankfully, none of those autogen  
buildings show up!  
Special Effects -> not needed. 

Lime Rock 4  FSX 



Basic Settings Part 4 
 
Weather – Maybe in the future when I build Le Mans, I will want to add weather so to drive at high speeds in 
rain storms like the late Steve McQueen did, but for Lime Rock for FSX, I prefer a nice day.  Just simply turn this 
stuff off unless you want to be Steve McQueen !  
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Lime Rock 4 FSX 
 



Basic Settings - Part 5 
Traffic  -When flying and at airports I always love lots of Ai traffic, but at Lime Rock you will not have the time to 
look at planes flying over head.  Still I cannot give up seeing ai autos in the back ground , such as which border 
Lime Rock for FSX.  Ships and ferries are set to 21% or so.  I put Ai’d Maserati’s  to lap the smaller tracks,  where 
this enables them.   
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Lime Rock 4 FSX 
 



Installation Part 1 Scenery  
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Lime Rock 4 FSX 
 

Installation should be straight forward for an FSX simmer. You have scenery and cars.  The scenery goes only into  
“Add On Scenery”, and the cars  into Ground Vehicles. 
 
 (btw: please make sure that FSX.cfg knows about Ground Vehicles when it wants to find airplanes !)  
 
BTW: I never use “Addon Scenery/scenery” as I  
use this as a relay point only for various tools that  
produce bgls and then dragging them  to their  
intended place.  
 
For scenery, there are three key  
directories or folders in the following priority -> 
 
Please note: one does not need to use regions  
for Lime Rock for FSX, but organizationally it makes 
 it easy for me.   
 
Please note: by having only what’s needed  
enabled in your scenery will save you a  
large amount of VAS  space. 
 



Lime Rock 4 FSX Credits 

If you are like me, you have collected over the years hundreds of not thousands of scenery objects besides endless 
aircraft.  
 
Instead of sitting lost and forgotten about some where on the disk, I  thought what better use, if possible ,  
but for Lime Rock 4 FSX!  

 
In this way, many developers, and creators involved in the treasure chest used for Lime Rock 4 FSX  can be presented.  

 
Lime Rock 4 FSX deserves and for that matter, mandates a credits section. There could be countless hundreds of  
folks who had part upstream in the parts that were used for Lime Rock 4 FSX.  
 
There are also fine tool makers to provide tools in order to work with these parts.   

 
There are three sections that follow, which I do not assume are exhaustive.  
 
They list Tools Used, FSX Objects, and where possible their creators, and thirdly Sketch-Up Artists.  All of which  
deserve their own credit in empowering others to further the capabilities of FSX - 
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Lime Rock 4 FSX 
 



Lime Rock 4 FSX Credits p1 

Tools used: 
• 1- SbuilderX by Luis Sá   
• 2- Airport Design Editor by ScruffyDuck Software 
• 3- ModelConverterX by Arno 
• 4- Gimp - by GNU Image Manipulation Program 
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FSX Objects by  creators at large: 
 
1- Iwo Jima by Tom Stovall 
2- Trees, Occ People, LFBP Objects, Pizzeria,Airport Tower Occitania ref. patrick.jaloyan@yahoo.fr 
3- static BMW by Hama 
4- Static Aston Martin by  
5- Todd Lucas Tents 
6- CSP_Bleechers, CSP_Holiday_Isle by Carrean Seaplane Tours  
7- John Patch Objects Schollbus and Canteen with coke machine 
8- RonEZ Houses and Buildings- 
9- FSDS Objects 
10-LHS Fence LibX 
11-EZ Walls and Fences 
12-FS_Piloten_Objektlibrary, animated ballon and helicoptor 
13-LHSvegitation 
14-Lens_ez_animated Gates 
15-Loney's Easy Scenery FF Library  
16- Frank Betts 
13- VF-Air - ref: TBD 
14- Farys-Lib-Objects House  
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Lime Rock 4 FSX Credits p2 



Lime Rock 4 FSX Credits p2 
Sketchup Artists: 
 
1-New Port Nitro GB-GP2000 by NM Productions 
2-Newportman America Racing 2010-IndyCar by NM Productions 
3-1955 Maserati 250F by Hotrod1 
4-Maserati MC12 by ThePreparator 
5-MASERATI MC12 GT1 by Sydney S. 
6-Spectre R42 by Gonzalo  
7-Bugatti type 5 by Tom 
8-2013 Porsche 918 RSR by Tadej 
9-2014 Porsche Cayman Sby Alabassiry 
10-Porsche 917K by Sauber 
11-Porsche 917K - Le Mans Winner by Sauber 
12-Shelby Daytona Cobra Coupe by Mandun 
13-Audi R10 TDI by Mandun 
14-crane camera by wasihoon 
15-Satellite link-up truck by SketchUp 
15-Road Style Photo Booth ( Guard Rails ) by TiF. 
15-Traffic Saftey by Kirkland 
16-Clubhouse 1- TBD 
17-Clubhouse 2- TBD 
18-Clubhouse 3- TBD 
19-Clubhouse 4- TBD 
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